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Introduction

Peer support involves the provision of support and services to persons with mental illness by individuals who have a current or past experience of mental health problems (Davidson et al. 2006). Peer support is based on the idea that a person who has experience of a mental health problem is better placed to empathise and understand the difficulties and barriers to recovery of another. Mutual sharing and peer modelled learning may help promote self-efficacy and recovery (Salzer & Shear, 2002). There are many types of peer support ranging from informal peer support groups, which are loosely structured at one end to a more professionalised form where peer support workers are employed by mental health services and work alongside other mental health professionals (Lloyd-Evans et al. 2014).

While peer support workers are increasingly employed in mental health services in high-income countries such as Australia (Franke et al. 2010), New Zealand (Scott, 2011), UK (Repper & Carter, 2011), USA (Lloyd-Evans et al. 2014) and Europe (Castelein et al. 2008), they are nearly absent in low- and middle-income countries such as India. In this article, we will outline the mental health system in India, recent mental health reforms in India and a description of introducing peer support workers as part of a quality improvement project in mental health services in Gujarat, India.

Mental health burden and treatment gap in India

India’s population as of 2011 was 1.2 billion people, with a total of 35 States/Union Territories, 642 districts, 5924 sub-districts, 7935 towns and 640,867 villages. In 2005, the National Commission on Macroeconomic and Health estimated that 1–2% (10–20 million, in 2005) of the Indian population had severe mental disorders, and an estimated 5% (50 million, in 2005) had mild-to-moderate mental disorders irrespective of severity, yielding an overall estimated prevalence rate of 6.5% (National Commission on Macroeconomics & Health, 2005). A more recent national epidemiological survey (Gururaj et al. 2016) estimated overall weighted current prevalence of 10.6% and lifetime prevalence of 13.7% for any mental morbidity (including alcohol and substance abuse). This epidemiological survey also estimated a treatment gap of 73.6% for severe mental illness and of 85.0% for common mental disorders. There is a huge shortage of trained mental health resources – according to a reply by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare in Parliament in December 2015, there are 3800 psychiatrists, 898 clinical psychologists, 850 psychiatric social workers and 1500 psychiatric nurses nationwide (Salve, 2016).

Innovations in mental health service delivery

Acknowledging this huge disparity between need and (non-) availability of trained mental health human resources, task sharing and task shifting to non-mental health professionals and non-health professionals such as lay workers, care givers and ‘affected individuals’ (peer workers) have been proposed as the only viable immediate solutions to address the huge treatment gap (Kakuma et al. 2011). The District Mental Health Programme (DMHP) of the Government of India relies upon non-specialist health professionals such as primary health care doctors to deliver mental health services but has been criticised for underperforming and failing to meet mental health needs particularly in rural areas (Goel, 2011). Large randomised controlled trials from India have also demonstrated the efficacy of lay health workers for depression (Patel et al. 2010; 2017) and alcohol use (Nadkarni et al. 2017), but these have not yet been implemented at scale across the health system. Other task-sharing initiatives in
India include using community-based volunteers to provide mental health and social care (Shields-Zeeman et al., 2017), which is being implemented at scale in one district (two million population) and undergoing evaluation in a stepped-wedge cluster randomised trial (personal communication). Although India has a vibrant innovation culture around task shifting/task sharing, it is worth noting that there have been no attempts until recently (see below) to use peer support to improve access to mental health services.

Mental health policy and law reform

Since 2010, India has embarked on mental health policy reform, leading to the development of India’s first National Mental Health Policy in 2014 (New Pathways, New Hope: National Mental Health Policy of India, 2014) and the Mental Health Care Act in 2017 (Government of India, 2017).

The National Mental Health Policy is based on values and principles of equity, justice, integrated and evidence-based care, quality, participatory and holistic approach to mental health. Policy goals include reducing distress, disability, exclusion, morbidity and premature mortality associated with mental health problems across life span of a person; enhance understanding of mental health in the country; provide universal access to mental health care; increase access to mental health services for vulnerable groups; reduce risk and incidence of suicide and attempted suicide; ensure respect for rights and protection from harm of persons with mental health problems; and reduce stigma associated with mental health problems and enhance availability and distribution of skilled human resources for mental health (New Pathways, New Hope: National Mental Health Policy of India, 2014).

The policy acknowledges the shortage of trained mental health human resources and recognises the need for ‘appropriately trained lay and community-based counsellors’, but peer support or peer support workers do not find mention in the national policy. The policy emphasises the need to ‘foster recovery’ and highlights the need for community-based rehabilitation programmes and centres and supporting families in promoting recovery. India’s mental health policy thus conceptualises recovery as clinical recovery – getting rid of symptoms, improved social functioning and being ‘normal’ while internationally there is increasing focus on personal recovery, which is seen as a unique personal journey including the development of new meaning and purpose for one’s life despite mental illness (Slade et al., 2008). Peer support is an essential part of personal recovery focused on mental health services (Scottish Recovery Network, 2005; Slade, 2013) but not necessarily of services focused only on clinical recovery. This may explain the absence of peer support services in India’s mental health policy.

The Mental Health Care Act (Government of India, 2017) passed by the Parliament in 2017 is a landmark legislation for India in many respects. Although India does not have a legislated right to healthcare, the Act now mandates a right to access mental health care. Thus, uniquely amongst all countries, India has a legislated right to mental health care but not a right to health care: the significance of this has to be understood in mental health sector’s battle for parity with physical health care across the world. The Act outlines a minimum package of services that must be provided by the Government to fulfil this right. However, this minimum package does not mention peer support or peer support services and only includes professional mental health services using a medical paradigm. The Act also mandates parity for mental health care with physical health care in both public and private health insurance.

The Act is also the first healthcare legislation in India to introduce advance directives for mental health care. Any person, whether they have a mental illness or not, can write an advance directive stating the treatment they wish to have, the treatment they do not wish to have and also appoint a nominated representative to make decisions on their behalf if necessary. The advance directive provision has been criticised mainly by psychiatrists as not being evidence based (Sarin et al., 2012), challenges in implementation in India (Thara & Rameshkumar, 2012) and fears that it will drive a wedge between service users and their families (Kala, 2013). There are recent studies from India showing that service users, including those with psychotic symptoms, are able to complete advance directives with little assistance and appreciated the opportunity to exercise control over treatment of their mental illness in a future episode of decisional incapacity (Kumar et al., 2013; Shields et al., 2013; Pathare et al., 2015). Peer support workers employed by health services and appropriately trained can be a potential resource to assist service users in understanding and completing advance directives, thus addressing a potential barrier that health professionals may not have time in busy clinical practice to do so (Shields et al., 2014).

Peer support volunteers as part of the QualityRights project in Gujarat

In 2014, Grand Challenges Canada funded a transition to scale implementation project – QualityRights
Gujarat (Mental Health Innovation Network: QualityRights Gujarat, 2015). The project, based on the WHO’s QualityRights programme (Funk & Drew, 2017), was implemented at nine public mental health facilities in the western State of Gujarat (population approximately 60 million), India. Gujarat has four public mental hospitals and ten mental health units in public general hospitals, serving roughly 280,000 persons annually in 2014. As part of the project, peer support volunteers (PSVs) were introduced in six public mental health facilities for the first time in mental health services in India. PSVs in this instance are individuals with lived experiences of mental illness who assist other service users with similar experiences in enabling their personal recovery by helping them in preparing recovery plans. They also organise weekly peer support groups (Maitri groups) at their respective mental health facilities. PSVs are trained in recovery-oriented care and basic communication skills. PSVs are paid a small honorarium to cover their travel and expenses (approximately US$50 per month) and have flexible working hours. Initially, PSVs were supported by project funds. One of the key achievements towards PSV sustainability was the provision of financial resources by the State Mental Health Authority, Government of Gujarat since June 2016. There is a current funding provision for 35 PSVs with a plan to increase their numbers over time. In meetings with project staff, PSVs have reported increased empowerment and self-confidence. A formal qualitative evaluation of peer support by PSVs has been carried out and the data are being analysed and will be published shortly.

The PSVs in their role approached other service users who were regular at the facility, listened to and empathised with their current experience, while also sharing their personal narratives with them. The use of recovery plan as a tool assisted in structuring a conversation with service users at the facility and provided the communication link between service users and health care professionals. One of the PSVs at an international conference in India reported that ‘knowledge about recovery has not only developed confidence within me, but also the confidence to help other service users’, and that ‘this project has given me a sense of hope and has strengthened my belief that I can do better’. Another PSV reflected that ‘one thing was clear that medication only helped in partial recovery. But self-help and self – help groups are also very important for a patient to live a normal life’. The role provided a platform to the PSVs to move towards their personal goals, such as enter professional employment space which was previously denied to them.

The mere presence of PSVs in public mental health facilities made the system believe that service users have agency. The implementation of PSV model created a space for conversation around the validity and purpose of their role within a tertiary care facility. One of the key spaces for the same was through peer support group meetings, which were initiated, planned and organised by PSVs themselves.

Challenges to peer support in India

There are numerous challenges to implementing peer support in routine mental health services in India. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the National Mental Health Policy is not oriented to personal recovery and hence does not provide policy support to introducing peer support workers in mental health services. The absence of policy support makes it difficult to convince policy makers to allocate funds to establishing peer support services.

We are unable to identify any efficacy or effectiveness studies on peer support in India, and this lack of local evidence base is a significant barrier to convincing policy makers. Qualitative findings from QualityRights Gujarat as described above will hopefully encourage other local governments in India to invest in peer support services.

India is a hierarchal society and mental health services, like other health services in India, follow a medical model with the power imbalances in the doctor–patient relationship (Fochsen et al. 2006). The hierarchal nature of the doctor–patient relationship means that professional knowledge and opinion of the doctors is given primacy, while clients and their opinions are seen as subordinate (Shields et al. 2013). This has implications for introducing peer support in mental health services – for example, whether psychiatrists and other mental health professionals will support peer support in clinical services if peer support workers are perceived as exerting independent influence on their service users remains an unanswered question. We also do not know whether service users in India and their care givers will perceive peer support as ‘healthcare’ and utilise such services.

To bring a paradigm shift in the power imbalance mentioned above, peer support needs systemic implementation at institutional level as well as in community settings. The lack of infrastructure further implies lack of validated spaces for service users to advocate for their rights. The dominance of a medical model and under-resourced setting of mental health care impose the need on peer support to replicate the elements of a medical model rather than validate the unique contribution of peer support in personal recovery. The lacuna in conceptual clarity on the role of peer support vis-a-vis other mental health care professionals
and the absence of a structure for professional growth for peer supporters add further barriers to integrate a recovery-oriented approach. We need an active service user movement that can catalyse the growth of peer support services to implement peer support within clinical and community-based services.

Extended families in India play an important role in providing practical, material and emotional support to their family members with mental illness. This leads to a narrative that is not of the service users themselves but curated by the caregiver or health care provider. This reduces the perceived need by individuals for support from peers and simultaneously a discouragement by families to seek support from outside the family. A final challenge is the absence of structured training programmes and locally contextualised training manuals to train persons with lived experience in peer support work.

Conclusions

Although recent policy reform in India falls short in directly supporting the development of peer support services, the implementation of new law and experience from initial attempts to incorporate peer support in mental health services in Gujarat represents a potential opportunity. Policy acceptance of task-shifting/task-sharing paradigm also provides another opportunity to emphasise the role that peer support can play in improving access to mental health support and services and thus reduce treatment gap. Finally, there is a need for well-designed quantitative and qualitative studies from India to create an evidence base for peer support.
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